
   

       

  Christmas Cosmos Gift Basket
 
£93.02

IN STOCK

Quick Overview
A beautifully presented Christmas gift filled with unique and
innovative food. Updated and improved for 2022

  Details
 
Christmas Cosmos contains a wide array of chocolatey goodness, focusing on the indulgent side of Christmas, with no worry for the waist band.
Cosmos has been well thought through, we have years of experience and know exactly what people are looking for in a Christmas gift. We have
chocolates, we have baked items, we have Christmas fayre, and even a selection of drinks including prosecco! You cannot say this Gift Basket is
missing anything for this unbelievable price. If you are feeling peckish before it is acceptable to be eating chocolates and drinking prosecco,
there are gourmet teas and coffees with gorgeous baked items, which are perfect also for those who do not drink, or to enjoy on cold mornings
through-out Christmas. Christmas Cosmos has been updated and contains some of our latest products, innovating, contemporary and utterly
jaw-droppingly stunning. Christmas Cosmos is one of our best-sellers at Christmas time due to the inclusion of prosecco at an outstanding price
point. Christmas Cosmos Gift Basket has a stunning purple colour theme, when we are creating gifts, they must be so carefully amalgamated as
to have harmonious tastes, a solid colour theme and all strive to achieve the same goal. When we ensure that each gift meets all these goals,
they come together to create these masterpieces, such as the Christmas Cosmos. Just as old is the universe itself, is how new and outstanding
the Christmas Cosmos is. The colours on the packaging literally pops, the tastes will explode in your mouth, the senses overwhelmed, and that's
before you pop the prosecco. 

Additional Information
 
Contents Christmas Foods Spiced Apple Cake 400g Holmes Traditional Small Handmade Christmas Pudding 180g

Gourmet Foods Lindor SaltedCaramel Truffles Lindt 200g The Chocolate Box' Butlers 160g Baked Chocolate
Brazils Forest Feast 120g Swiss Chocolate Biscuit with Hazelnut Rhythm 108, 135g Willies 35g SingleEstate
Milkchoc Praline Truffles Deliciously Ella Cacao & Almond Oat Bar Love Raw Cre&m Wafer Bar Salted
Caramel 45g Sour Sop Naive Fruit Chocolate 67% 57g Ethical EarlGrey Tea Bags NEMI 110g Strawberry
Handmade preserve Jam Brownlees Presented in a Small Fabric Lined White Shopper Gift Basket
Decorated in Luxury Satin Ribbon Greetings Card for your Personalised Message
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